Abstract-The structure of the twisted squaring construction, a generalization of the squaring construction, is studied with respect to trellis diagrams and complexity. We show that binary affine-invariant codes, which include the extended primitive BCH codes, and the extended binary quadratic-residue codes, are equivalent to twisted squaring construction codes. In particular, a recursive symmetric reversible design of the BCH codes is derived. Using these constructions, the parameters of the minimal trellis diagram of the BCH codes are determined, including the componentwise state-space profile and trellis complexity. New designs and permutations that yield low trellis complexity for the quadratic-residue codes are presented. Generalized Hamming weights are derived from these constructions. As an example, the (48,24,12) quadratic-residue code is analyzed, a strictly componentwise optimal permutation is derived, and the corresponding state-space profile and complete generalized Hamming weight hierarchy are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
RELLIS diagrams are primarily used in soft-decision T decoding [ 11- [3] , where computational and space complexity play a key role. Soft-decision decoding has gained significant attention in recent years due to the desire to maximize the coding gain obtained from block codes and related lattice codes. The main drawback in the implementations of most block and lattice codes is the relatively high soft-decision decoding complexity. As a result, the decoding complexity reflected by the trellis complexity has come to be recognized as a fundamental parameter along with errorcorrection performance. Considerable research effort is therefore being devoted nowadays to the topic of trellis diagrams of block codes. Recent progress has also motivated reexamination of conventional trellis structures used in the decoding of convolutional codes 141.
As pointed out by Fomey [2] , different trellis diagrams are associated with different orderings of symbol positions for any given block code. This observation motivated a search for "efficient" orderings in the sense of simplicity of their trellis diagram. Substantial effort has also been devoted to Manuscript received December 15, 1995; revised July 8, 1996 . The material in this paper was presented in part at the Intemational Symposium on Information Theory, Whistler, BC, September 17-22, 1995. Tel Aviv University, Ramat Aviv 69978, Tel Aviv, Israel.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering-Systems, Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(96) 07559-1. the determination of the complexity associated with a definite symbol ordering, and estimation of the lowest possible trellis complexity attained by any permutation 121-[ 141.
A componentwise optimal ordering of coordinates is characterized (if it exists) by a minimum number of states at each position of the trellis with respect to all possible permutations. Componentwise optimal orderings and the associated complexities are currently known for only a limited number of codes, notably for the binay Golay (24, 12, 8) code [2] , [13] and the class of Reed-Muller (RM) codes [6]- [8] . No general nonexhaustive procedure for generating efficient orderings is known. Nevertheless, in many cases, such as with RM codes, the structure of the code app1:ars to be a key for analyzing its trellis diagram [6] - [ll] , [13] .
In [6] , [8] , algebraic properties of certain BCH codes were utilized to obtain efficient parmutations. Structures based on direct sums of subcodes with nonoverlapping supports were also found in [9] for many BCH codes. In particular, efficient permutations for primitive 13CH codes of length up to 64 were found using computer search among a reduced set of subspace partitions. In [lo] , several constructions with a high degree of structure were found in cyclic codes with composite length. This structure was employed to derive new efficient permutations and improved hounds on the trellis complexity.
In this paper, we focus on linear codes generated by the misted squaring construction (TSC) [2] , [ 1 I] , a generalization of the well-known squaring construction (SC) 121. Our main purpose is to analyze the structure of this construction and utilize it to derive new results about the trellis diagrams of linear TSC (LTSC) codes. In particular, we concentrate on the trellis diagrams of extended primitive BCH and QR codes, which are shown to be generated by the linear twisted squaring construction.
We will first present some basic properties of trellis diagrams that represent TSC codes and related symmetric and reversible codes. We show that the twisted squaring construction has an inherent trellis-oriented structure, similar to the special case of the squaring construction [2] . We recall that Forney [2] conjectured that improved codes may be anticipated to be generated by the TSC, as compared to SC codes, due to the possibly larger minimum distance of the TSC. The combination of low trellis complexity and Forney's conjecture supports the essential attractiveness of TSC codes. However, only two examples of the TSC were given in [2] , the Nordstrom-Robinson code and its related packing. IEEE "SACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 42, NO. 6, NOVEMBER 1996 The main results of this paper are based on our observation that a.ne-invariant codes, which include the extended primitive BCH codes, and the extended binary quadratic-residue (QR) codes, are representable as LTSC codes. We first show that the affine-invariant codes and consequently primitive BCH codes can be generated by a recursive LTSC. In other words, any affine-invariant code is generated by the LTSC, while each one of its component codes is also generated by the LTSC, and so forth. Using this structure, we completely analyze the componentwise state-space profile and trellis complexity of recursive LTSC codes, and the BCH codes in particular. Several examples of BCH codes of length 256 are given. Next, we show that binary QR codes may also be generated as LTSC codes. Based on this observation, we derive new permutations which lead to efficient bit orderings and low trellis complexity. Generalized Hamming weights (GHW's) [15] are also derived for the BCH and QR codes. The above analysis is carried through for several codes. In the case of the QR ( 4 8 , 2 4 1 2 ) code, a new bit ordering is proved to be (strictly) componentwise optimal. In addition, the state-space profile and the complete generalized weight hierarchy of this code are derived.
The paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions and notations are given in Section 11. In Section I11 we investigate the trellis diagrams associated with LTSC codes. In Section IV, the recursive LTSC design of primitive BCH codes is presented and analyzed. The LTSC design of QR codes is introduced and studied in Section V. Concluding remarks are offered in Section VI.
PRELIMINARIES
Let C(n, k , d ) denote a linear block code of length n, dimension k , and minimum distance d. Let CL denote the dual code of C. The coordinates of C are indexed from 1 to n. We define the time axis on the set of integers 0 = { 0,1, . . . , n}.
In the language of dynamical systems [14] , a trellis diagram is defined as a collection of sets S, of states at time i, where z E 0 , and sets of branches connecting states at adjacent time positions. The label sequences associated with the paths from time 0 to n are the codewords of C. We shall consider only the unique minimal trellis diagram, which for a definite order of coordinates has the minimum number of states at all times [5] . A general construction of the minimal trellis diagram can be found, for instance, in [l] .
A commonly used measure for the trellis complexity at time i is the state-space dimension, defined as s, = log I S , 1, where I S , l is the cardinality of S,. [6] . A general formula which gives the corresponding minimal trellis complexity was derived in [7] .
The following definitions and notations involved with the squaring construction and twisted squaring construction are similar to those of [2] . Let Proof: Without loss of generality, we may write the is also an LTSC code of the form CL = JJB'-/A1)l2.
THE LINEAR TWISTED SQUARING CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED DESIGNS
Let C be a linear block code of length n, and let k ( C ) denote the dimension of C. We denote by K,-(C) the projection of C onto the first i coordinates, and by Kz+ (C) the projection of C onto the last n -i coordinates. We shall also find it convenient to denote by K-(C) and K+ (C) (4) . Similarly, the projections K-(CL) and K+(CL) are both equal to the dual of B. Then, by definition, we have that
We will show next that sin LTSC code possesses a natural trellis-oriented structure. First, we recall the well-known duality property of trellis diagrams.
Lemma 1 [2] : The state-space profiles of a linear code and its dual are identical.
Let s,(C) denote the state-space dimension of C at time i , and let s(C) respectively denote the trellis complexity of C. From the structure ( 3 ) of G c we observe that the state-space dimension at time n/2 is given by s,lz(C) = k ( A ) -k ( B ) .
More generally, for any time i , it follows that 
From (5) and (6), we get the following general upper bound on the trellis complexity of LTSC codes (and consequently LSC codes) which evidently improves on the Wolf bound. Theorem 2: The trellis Complexity of an LTSC code C = llA/B112 satisfies 
, it follows for an LTSC code C that where j = i mod ( n / 2 ) . Using the known relation
we get the following recursive expression for the state-space dimension:
In the subsequent sections the component codes of many LTSC codes will be determined, and then the state-space dimensions and trellis complexity will be computed from (9) and Theorem 2.
The structure of LTSC codes is closely related to that of other classes of codes. Among these, two rather elementary classes are of main interest here. The first is the class of symmetric codes. A code of even length n is called symmetric if a codeword (cl, c2) implies that (c2, cl) is also a codeword, where c1 and e2 are (n/2)-tuples.
Suppose that C is a linear symmetric code. From the definition of C, it follows that K -( C ) = K+(C). Subsequently, if (cl, 0) E C then necessarily also (0, cl) E C , and therefore the cross sections in the first and last n / 2 coordinates of C are equal. Consequently, C is an LTSC code. We then obtain the following.
Theorem 3: A linear-symmetric code is a special case of LTSC code llA/B112, where G A / B = EGA/B such that E' is equal to the identity matrix.
Pro08
We first let C be a symmetric code. It was shown above that C must be an LTSC code. Based on (3), it can be shown that C may also be generated by E: T). (10) The matrix (10) may be changed into ( 3 ) by left multiplication with where E is an invertible matrix of width k(A) -k ( B ) , and I denotes the identity matrix of width 2 k ( B ) . In compliance with (3, E satisfies GAIB = EGAIB = E'GA/B. and consequently we find that E' must be equal to the identity matrix. Next, we assume that C is an LTSC code, where E' is equal to the identity matrix. By repeating the above arguments 0 backward, we show that C is a symmetric code. Theorems 2, 3, and the consequent trellis properties emphasize the trellis-oriented nature of LTSC codes, and symmetric and reversible codes in particular. This is essentially due to the inherent direct-sum structure associated with the cross sections in the first and last n / 2 positions. We will be particularly interested in codes that are both symmetric and reversible. Such LTSC codes with a higher degree of decomposable structure will be addressed in the next section.
I v . THE RECURSIVE LINEAR W I S T E D SQUARING CONSTRUCTION AND EXTENDED PRIMITIVE BCH CODES
In this section we address the recursive linear twisted squaring construction, and utilize it to generate and analyze the extended primitive BCH codes. Using this construction, we present an unified analytic analysis of the codes obtained in [6] and 181, and the codes possessing the direct-sum structure that were found in [9] . The structure of the BCH codes in standard bit order [6] is characterized. We determine the trellis characteristics of the codes, in particular the complete statespace profile and trellis complexity. Improved results for the generalized Hamming weights will be also derived.
We consider in this section binary codes with block length 2". Among these codes, the cyclic codes invariant under the afine group of permutations are called affine-invariant codes. We may label each of the 2" coordinates by a field element X E GF (2" ). An affine-invariant code remains unchanged under the permutation X i a X + p, where a , /3 E GF (2") and a is nonzero. Let {ao, 011, .. . , am-l} denote a basis for the vector space GF (2") over GF ( 2 ) . Then any element X E GF (am) may be represented by the m-tuple
We may permute the coordinates of an affine-invariant code into the standard bit order and thereby form an equivalent code C. Namely, a coordinate labeled by X is permuted to 
0
The proof of Theorem 4 highlights the recursive structure of the BCH codes. It is shown that the linear twisted squaring construction, which is used to generate the code, also generates each of its component codes. Further, all the component codes of those codes are LTSC codes, and so forth. In this manner, an m-level recursive LTSC is identified.
The recursive linear twisted squaring construction of extended primitive BCH codes remarkably resembles the wellknown recursive linear squaring construction of RM codes. This fact is, in fact, not surprising, because primitive BCH codes are supercodes of RM codes and usually outperform them in the sense of larger dimension for the same minimum distance. This is consistent with the observation that the twisted squaring construction potentially improves upon the minimum distance of the squaring construction.
The recursive upper bound on the trellis complexity from Theorem 2 can be straightforwardly applied to the affine- [SI, and [9] . In
[6] and [SI the standard bit order was determined, and then a basis for C was established using the RM (64, 42, 8) subcode and three additional codewords. The state-space dimensions of the 16-section trellis diagrarn was computed. Similar results wcrc obtained in [9] employing a computer search among direct-sum and concurring-sum structures. The lowest trellis complexity found in both works was s = 14.
In view of Theorem 4, we may employ the algorithm of the Appendix and develop the linear twisted squaring construction of the dual code C'. It can be shown, using the notation CL = /lP/Q/12, that P is the BCH (32,16,8 ) code, which is also an RM code, and Q is a (32,3) LTSC code. The trellis complexity of P , according to [7] , is s ( P ) = s * ( P ) = 9. Table I , where Bw denotes the Wolf bound and 132 denotes the bound of Theorem 2. It can be observed that B;, provides a simple but relatively accurate estimate of the trellis complexity. It is therefore suggested as a practical bound for analyzing the trellis complexity of long BCH codes.
The decomposable structure associated with the recursive twisted squaring construction will be exploited next to derive the complete bitwise state-space profile of recursive LTSC codes in general, and affine-invariant and BCH codes in particular. The following approach is essentially analogous to the approach undertaken in [7] , where the minimal trellis complexity of RM codes was determined.
We let C = llA/B1I2 be (3 recursive LTSC code. In order to identify the component codes, we will use the notations AVA and AVB to denote the component codes that generate A, i.e., A = IIAVA/AVB112. Similarly, we define B = IIBVA/BVB112. In general, any LTSC code 2 can be defined as 2 = IIZVA/ZVB1I2.
which coincides with the similar result from the previous section. However, the relation (7) can be applied recursively 
Repeating this process with (7) and (13) similarly yields and We remark that the expressions above are valid for any recursive LTSC code. Subsequent repetition of the procedure given above will eventually yield a series of expressions for the complete state-space profile. Each of those expressions adds up a certain sum of dimensions of component codes. In the case of affine-invariant codes, the component codes can be computed as described in the Appendix.
The following corollary straightforwardly arises from the recursive generation of the state-space profile above. It strengthens the natural attractiveness of the recursive construction, since it features a similar characteristic of componentwise optimal orderings.
OF LENGTH 256
Corollary 2: The state-space profile of an m-level recursive LTSC code of length n = 2m satisfies sz(C) = s,-%(C), for
The complete state-space profile of the primitive BCH codes of Table I has been determined using the foregoing expressions, starting with (12), (14)- (16). A partial set of dimensions, which gives the state-space profile of the eightsection trellis diagram, is presented in Table 11 . The component codes related to (14)-(16) are also specified.
Generalized Hamming weights are also deeply related to the state-space profile of the code. The decomposable twisted squaring construction of the primitive BCH codes will be exploited to sharpen known bounds on the generalized weights. From the definition of d,, it readily follows that
An upper bound on the complete GHW hierarchy of any primitive BCH codes may be thereby obtained. Table IV , where previously known values are in parentheses.
V. THE LINEAR TWISTED SQUARING CONSTRUCTION
Extended binary quadratic-residue codes are invariant under a known set of permutations. These will be used to generate equivalent LTSC codes. New efficient bit orderings are thereby derived. The decomposable structure is also employed to obtain improved results for the generalized Hamming weights.
OF EXTENDED QUADRATIC-RESIDUE CODES

A. Trellis Structure and Weight Hierarchy of Quadratic-Residue Codes
A quadratic-residue code C is usually defined as a cyclic code of prime length p over GF(.l), where 1 is a prime quadratic residue in the field of integers modulo p [16]. Let Q denote the set of quadratic residues modulo p , and let Q denote a primitive pth root OF unity. The generator polynomial of C is accordingly defined as g ( 2 ) = H(. -aT).
I -E Q
We consider the extended QR code C that is obtained from C by appending an overall parity check. Proof: The proof readily follows from (18). The sets SI and 5'2 can be constructed by running sequentially through the components of {0,1, . . . , p -1, CO> in a way that each new number is assigned to SI, and its T image is assigned to S2. U We restrict the discussion hereafter to binary QR codes of length p = 8m -1. It can be easily verified from the wellknown properties of quadratic residues that if p + 1 is divisible by 4 then -1 is a nonresidue 1161. Then, from Lemma 2, the next theorem follows. Then from (3) and Theorem 1, it follows that B = A l , so that A l is a weakly self-dual code. We conclude from Theorem 2 that the trellis complexity of these QR codes satisfies
Example 4: The cubing construction of the Golay (24,12,8) code [2] yields a strictly componentwise optimal permutation [13]. From the generator matrix presented in [ 2 ] , it can be visually verified that it is also generated by the twisted squaring construction I/A/Al I / ' , where
00001 11 1111 1 .
The code in this form is, however, neither symmetric nor reversible. Alternatively, we can start with the symmetric partition 2,3,1,4,10,12,7,8,5,6,18} and S2 = {CO, 11, 15, 22, 17, 16, 21, 13, 20, 9, 19, 14} that yields an equivalent LTSC code. Then, by reversing the coordinate order of S2, we obtain a reversible Golay code. It can be shown that this permutation is also strictly componentwise-optimal and gives the same state-space profile as in [13] . Lower bounds on the minimal trellis complexity may be derived from (2) , utilizing the generalized Hamming weight hierarchy of the codes. A useful general bound on the GHW hierarchy of general self-dual codes can be easily established as follows. Any generalized weight of order T corresponds to a certain cross-section subcode. We denote the coordinates associated with the support of this subcode by R,. Since the code is self-dual, the dimension of the subcode defined by projecting the code onto R, is exactly dr -r. We then examine the complementary set of 0, and derive the following. (32, 16, 8) code is {8,12,14,15,16,20,22,23,24,26,27,28,29,30,31,32) .
It is well known that the 16, 8) code attains this bound, and there is a strictly componentwise optimal ordering, generated by a linear squaring construction, which satisfies (2) with equality for each bit position [6] . The associated state-space profile is 3,4,5,6)7,6, 7,8,g1 8 ) 9,8,7,6, 7,8,9,8,9,8,7,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1>. The linear twisted squaring construction llA/B112 of the QR (32, 16, 8) code has also been analyzed. An efficient permutation was found, where A = (16, l a ) , B = (16,4), and the state-space profile is {1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,6,7,8,9,8,9,8, 9,8,9,8,9,8,9,8,7,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1>. Hence, the permutation attains the minimal trellis complexity 9, which is the same as the complexity of the {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,14,15, 16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,22,23,24,25,26,27, 26,27,28,29,30,29,30,29,28,29,30,29,30,29,28, 27,26,27,26,25,24,23,22,23,22,21,20,19,18,17, 16,15,14,15,14,13,12,11,10,9,8,7, 6, 5,4,3,2,1>. The corresponding trellis complexity is therefore 30. We also notice that the Wolf bound gives the upper bound 40 on the trellis complexity, whereas (20) gives 34. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, I O , 11,12,13,15,16, 19,21,22,24,27,29,30,33} and S i ={00,46,23,31,35,28,39,20,41,26, 14,17,43,18,25,44,42,38,32,45,40,34,36,37}. There are certain partitions of this type for which a component code A = (24,19) is identified. Consequently, from the bound of (20) we have the upper bound 19 on the trellis complexity. This is evidently a significant improvement upon the Wolf bound which gives 24. If we reverse the coordinate order at positions 1, 2, . . . ,24 in one of the symmetric partitions of the above form, an equivalent reversible code d' is established, generated by '11 11 11 11 11 11000000000000000000000000000000000000 ' 001001001001011011011011000000000000000000000000 000111000111111000111000000000000000000000000000 000000111111111111000000000000000000000000000000 000011010100100111000001l11000000000000000000000 000001011001110111011100l10000l10000000000000000 000000010001000011111010l1l01000l001110000000000 000000001100110101001000l1001000l010000000000000 000000000110101011011001l0001l000000000000000000 000000000011110000101001l01010010010110110000000 000000000000111001111101010000011000000000000000 00000000000001010011l1l0111l01l00010010100000000 0000000000000011111111l00011l0000000000000000000 0000000000000001100000l01011l1100l11000000000000 00000000000000001101l1l10l0001000l11100110100000 0000000000000000001100011001l0l10l0101l000000000 00000000000000000001l1000111l1111l00000000000000 00000000000000000000011l1000001l1001001010110000 000000000000000000000000000000111111111111000000 000000000000000000000000000111111000000111111000 000000000000000000000000110l10l10110l00l00100100 000000000000000000000000011l00l01l00010110010110 000000000000000000000000000000000000l11l1l11l111,
o~io~oo~io~ooo~ioiooiiionnnnn~nnnnnnnnnn~ooooooo which is in the form of (11). The corresponding state-space profile is displayed in Table V . We will show next that this is actually the optimal state-space profile, i.e., the new coordinate ordering is strictly componentwise-optimal. By definition, the ordering is in fact strictly componentwise optimal if and only
if (2a) The remaining weights follow from the monotonicity of the GHW, in correspondence with the subcodes of (21). The DLP is straightforwardly derived from the GHW hierarchy. The GHW hierarchy and DLP arc presented in Tables VI and VII, respectively. From Table VI1 and the subcodes generated by the rows of (21), it can be readily confirmed that (22) is satisfied at all bit positions. Hence, the coordinate ordering is strictly componentwise-optimal.
The minimal trellis complexity of the extended QR (48, 24,12) code is therefore 16. This is substantially less than the Wolf bound which gives 24. Notice also that the upper bound 19 obtained from (20) is a reasonable alternative to the Wolf bound, requiring only the coordinate partitions 5'1 and 5'2, and not depending on the inner ordering within the partitions. This fact is significant for compulation of the trellis complexity of long QR codes, where determination of the final bit ordering within each partition requires extremely high computational effort.
One of the reviewers has pointed out that a strictly componentwise optimal ordering for the QR (48,24,l2) code was independently achieved by Ilolinar et al. [21] . The ordering was found by using a heuristic search algorithm that minimizes the "spanlength" of the generator matrix. Although the performance of the heuristic algorithm is not known in general, it was successfully implemented in [2 11, where efficient orderings for several codes were found. The resulting (48,24,12) code in [21] is evidently not a reversible code, and consequently has a different coordinate ordering than (21). However, both codes satisfy the DLP bound (2) with equality, and thus both have a componentwise optimal ordering and state-space profile.
VI. CONCLUSION
The trellis-oriented structure of LTSC codes was studied. It was shown that the two elementary classes of reversible codes and symmetric codes are closely related, and can be generated as LTSC codes. Subsequently, affine-invariant codes, which include extended primitive BCH codes, were shown to be equivalent to recursive symmetric reversible LTSC codes. Based on this decomposable structure, the trellis diagrams of recursive LTSC codes in general, and primitive BCH codes in particular, were characterized and formulas for the state-space profile were derived. Improved results for the generaIized Hamming weights were also obtained. Binary quadratic-residue codes were then generated by the linear twisted squaring construction, and efficient coordinate orderings were thereby derived. As an example, a new ordering for the (48,24,12) QR code was developed and shown to be strictly componentwise-optimal. The complete state-space profile and generalized weight hierarchy were determined. Practical bounds on the trellis complexity of all the foregoing LTSC codes were derived, giving a reasonable estimation of the complexity with moderate computational effort.
The research problem of generating efficient permutations for general block codes by a nonexhaustive process remains open. However, the results in this paper provide deeper insight into the structure of LTSC codes, in particular for the important cases of extended primitive BCH and QR codes. From a practical point of view, the construction offers an efficient and complete systematic analysis of the trellis diagrams of long primitive BCH codes, and provides new efficient permutations for the class of QR codes. Similar results can possibly be obtained for other good LTSC codes, if such codes exist.
We conclude by emphasizing the notion that the topics of trellis diagrams and of generalized Hamming weights are closely related. Both strongly rely on a common structure characteristic. Also, the GHW hierarchy, or equivalently the DLP, yields a lower bound on minimal trellis complexity. In this paper we hve used the linear twisted squaring construction to derive new results in both fields.
APPENDIX
The generation of the primitive BCH codes or their dual codes in standard bit order is demonstrated. In particular, the component codes of the corresponding recursive linear twisted squaring construction are determined. Generalization to any affine-invariant code is straightforward.
Let C (n, k , 6) denote a primitive BCH code in cyclic bit order of length n = 2m -1 and designed distance 6 = 2e + 1. in row 6' and bit position ( j + 1) is replaced by the vector
We denote this map by Q @ ( j ) .
There is a total of e functions Q @ ( j ) for 0 = 1 , 2 , . . . , e that need to be derived using (A2).
In summary, the parity check matrix is constructed by computing first a set of functions { 9~( j ) } , associated with the cyclotomic cosets of the field. This may be done once for the complete set of cyclotomic cosets, independent of any particular code. Then, the specific functions associated with the code are utilized to generate each column at position X', in conjunction with the relation
